The Bees Knees Bar
Additional Extras
Pre Event Tasting Session. This is an opportunity to taste a selection of the
drinks we have already discussed to see and taste them before hand to help
you decide on the final choice. There is a £10 per head charge for this but
this charge is then credited off the final bill if you go ahead with the booking.
This is a great pre event get together usually with the main friends / family.
Here a “signature cocktail / drink” can be tried.

The “big day starter”
Our staff can arrive at where the bride (and groom) are getting ready to
serve drinks of your choice for an hour, maybe a Bucks Fizz or maybe just a
strong black coffee!

“Thank You” bottles
Whatever you choose as your signature cocktail we can also bottle up which
make lovely thank you gifts and mementos to those who have helped make
your big day so special

Hen / Stag Do’s Packages
We not only can provide a bar for the big day we can provide a mobile bar
or trayed drinks service at your hen and/or stag do. Prices quoted on range,
number of guests and number of drinks per person. We can help organise
these events. And we can provide staff to suit the occasion such as a butler
in the buff!!

Our Staff Uniforms
Often weddings or events have themes. We like to join in so if you have a
theme let us know and we can dress our staff accordingly. We can also get
our staff to wear personalised polo shirts, printed with something like “Megan
and Harrys Big Bash 20th Aug 2019” in the colour of your theme.

Cocktail Classes Events
We can host and demonstrate cocktail making classes. You will get hands on
opportunities to create different cocktails and of course same the efforts of
your hard work!! Prices bespoke to numbers in the classes and cocktails being
made. Prices from £20pp

